
THE JALITE 7010 EXIT SIGN SYSTEM
effective, efficient and elegant,

exit identification solutions
designed to save lives. 
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7010 Sign System 1: Ceiling mounted rod option

Introducing the Jalite 7010 Exit Sign System
the most effective, efficient and elegant
fire safety signing solution available
designed to save lives...... 
Jalite have designed and developed a system which offers the Architect/Specifier one of the most 

elegant, energy efficient and effective exit identification systems available today…….   

Introducing the Jalite 7010 Exit Sign System: 

Available in two material options to complete the aesthetics of any contemporary surrounding whilst 

satisfying current international and domestic requirements for escape route signs, with the ultimate 

benefit of no electrical connection or consumption.

The Sign System 1 comprises of an attractive and elegant clear polycarbonate section, 

incorporating a powerful Jalite AAA photoluminescent sign, complimented with a choice of hanging/

mounting ancillaries. 

The Sign System 2 comprises of a prestigious satin silver aluminium frame housing a powerful 

Jalite AAA photoluminescent sign, complimented with a choice of hanging/mounting ancillaries. 

Both systems can be either cable hung or wall mounted depending on the requirements of your 

situation. 



Advantages

Elegant
A contemporary design 
incorporating an easy fixing system 
makes these signing systems one 
of the most elegant sign units 
available.

Efficient
Efficiency by design provides the 
observer with correct and sufficient 
information to orientate and 
navigate the escape route to a place 
of safety using the visual cues of a 
fully specified system. 

Energy efficient, independent of 
any direct electrical power source. 
Architects/Specifiers now finally 
have an attractive alternative 
solution to bulky back-lit sign units 
that require electrical installation, 
years of maintenance and contain 
battery back-up units that can 
pose an environmental risk when 
discarded.

The Jalite 7010 Exit Sign range has 
two material options as shown below:

Sign System 1 - Suspended polycarbonate 
frame with brushed steel ceiling rods

Sign System 1 - Wall mounted polycarbonate 
frame

Sign System 2 - Suspended aluminium 
frame with ceiling cables

Sign System 2 - Wall mounted aluminium 
frame

Effective
Photoluminescent signs offer one 
of the most highly effective exit 
signing solutions available. Jalite 
AAA photoluminescent material 
absorbs energy from existing 
surrounding light sources, and 
will emit an effective independent 
light source for a considerable time 
after the removal of the activating 
light, the fail-safe in escape route 
identification. Jalite signing 
systems offer a powerful effective 
solution to the demands that new 
design or refurbishment projects 
now have to satisfy.



‘Photoluminescent systems are now
required throughout New York

because of their unique ability to emit a
powerful light source in the event of total

power-loss, even when all emergency
lighting is lost, such as the 9/11 incident’.

History - Jalite Photoluminescent Signs

Photoluminescent signing - born out of tragedy and now recognised 
for life safety applications.
The beginning of the 21st Century was marred by one of the most catastrophic events ever witnessed 
in modern history - the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre Twin Towers. The impact of the 
tragedy on New York was enormous; leaving close to 3,000 dead. Instigating a special task force to 
be immediately organised to re-examine the current building and design codes of practice (COP) in 
relation to exit path markings within high-rise buildings. In February 2003, the Task Force released its 
findings that detailed significant new recommendations on how high-rise buildings should incorporate 
photoluminescent materials and how they should function in such an extreme event the COP was 

titled:

“Promulgation of the New York city building code reference standard RS 6-1 and RS 6-1a in 
relation to photoluminescent exit path markings”

As a result of this new COP, and because of the significant contribution photoluminescent materials 
made in saving lives in the Twin Towers, the use of photoluminescent systems is now mandatory 
within escape staircases throughout New York in high-rise commercial buildings.



What is Photoluminescent material?
Photoluminescent materials are energised by natural and/or artificial light, activating illumination is stored 
which is released instantly upon the removal of external illumination source(s). In darkness the activated 
material emits a high contrast afterglow projecting the all important safety message over a long period of 
time.

Jalite AAA Photoluminescent Material – Specification
JALITE AAA photoluminescent material is a proprietary PVC multi-layer composite, comprising of three 
components. A base reflective layer, a morphology controlled and uniform yellow/green photoluminescent 
crystal layer and an optically clear protection layer.

Developed to meet and exceed the demands of real life safety applications, highly efficient and receptive to 
modern lighting techniques maximising both initial brightness and longevity. Jalite AAA photoluminescent 
material incorporates revolutionary 3rd generation phosphorescent pigment technology and is accredited to 
satisfy the requirements of current safety and design specifications.

The specification of Jalite AAA is summarised in the table below:

 neerG / wolleY - - ruoloC

 CVP - - lairetam noitisopmoC

De-lamination strength of all 
layers ISO 17398 N / 25mm Not detectable, material breaks 

etaidemretnI / woL %06 89371 OSI ssolG  

Photoluminescent  ISO 17398 mcd/m2 Class C 

Excitation:  lux level and time 2 minutes 10 
minutes 

30 
minutes 

60 
minutes 

Time to 0.3mcd/m2 
(min) 

1000 lux for 5 minutes (ISO 17398 / DIN 
67 510 / PSPA) 1020 690 195 140 54 45 22 20 2100 >1800 

21.5 lux for 120 minutes (NYC RS6-1) - - 54 30 - - 10 7 
90 min 

6 5 

25 lux for 24 hours (ISO 15370 & IMO 
RESOLUTION A.752(18)) - - 60 15 - - 11 2 - - 

50 lux for 15 minutes (TEL/231) 250 210 65 50 18.5 15 8.5 7 >900 >900 
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Jalite AAA Material Standard Requirement
Luminance results are measured in mcd/m2

N.B. All values at all decay times are evaluated from 
mean readings of standard production data. 

Full specification of Jalite AAA photoluminescent material is available upon request



A considerable amount of research and development 
has been commissioned in support of the International 
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) concerning 
effective graphical symbols for universal safety sign 
comprehension, catering for the ever increasing 
demographic changes and mobility of modern day 
society. 

Photoluminescent systems are recognised as the 
unique solution for effective non electrical egress 
systems that can be specified. However, the choice of 
graphical symbols used is crucial. ISO 7010 is highly 
prescriptive in terms of which graphical symbols 
should be specified by architects and designers for 
the intended purpose. These recommendations are 
based on over 20 years of research that has aimed 
to develop the very best safety signs that convey the 
critical safety information needed in an emergency 
situation.

Within Europe ISO7010 graphical symbols fully 
satisfy the requirments of the Directive 92/58/EEC 
and this will be even more explicit in the future 
revision of the Directive in 2012. All buildings will be 
required to implement and display the new graphical 
symbols for safety communication, with the objective 
of ensuring that the graphical symbols displayed offer 
the highest comprehension to occupants; occupants 
who one day may rely on them for their safety…and 
even their lives.

Comprehension

JALITE exit signs are designed in accordance 
with BS ISO 7010 and recommended to be sited 
in respect to BS ISO 16069 / BS5499 Part 4. 
These standards offer guidance for the correct 
use of graphical symbols and the effective siting 
of escape route signs respectively.

BS ISO 7010:2011
Graphical symbols - Safety colours and 
safety signs - Registered safety signs

An environmentally friendly signing system

A signing system that offers low impact on the environment and helps to reduce an 
organisations energy consumption is now, more than ever a crucial element in the 
specification process. The Jalite 7010 System is one of the most energy efficient signing 
systems available, requiring no electrical connection and one of the easiest systems to 
install. 

Can be used in support of emergency lighting to replace the need for internally illuminated 
bulky and unsightly fittings.

An effective alternative to the normal electrical powered back-lit signs that require annual 
maintenance, electrical wiring and battery support. The system is maintenance free, requires 
no wiring and offers an energy and maintenance saving solution.



Using a suitable fixing for the ceiling 
type, secure the brass holder to the 
ceiling substrate.

Guide rod into panel clamp securing 
in position with the upper grub screw, 
clamp the polycarbonate frame by 
locating and securing the lower grub 
screw into the rebated channel.

Thread ceiling cap over the brass holder 
concealing the fixture. Thread rod 
into ceiling cap, suitably tightening in 
position.

Using a suitable fixing for the wall type, 
secure the brass holder to the wall.

Locate the panel clamp over the brass holder, 
securing in position with the back grub screw. 
With the panel clamp in place the panel can 
be positioned then secured with the front grub 
screw.

Polycarbonate housing - Wall mounted

Jalite 7010 Polycarbonate Sign System

Frame option code: SS1-4-

Frame option code: SS1-1-

Polycarbonate housing - Steel rod + standard ceiling attachment



Polycarbonate housing - Steel cable + standard ceiling attachment

Feed cable into panel clamp securing in 
position with the upper grub screw, clamp the 
polycarbonate frame by locating and securing the 
lower grub screw into the rebated channel.

Feed the cable through ceiling cap and into brass 
cable clamp securing with grub screw. Thread 
cap over the brass holder concealing the fixture.

Polycarbonate housing - Steel cable + suspended ceiling attachment

Feed cable into panel clamp securing in 
position with the upper grub screw, clamp the 
polycarbonate frame by locating and securing 
the lower grub screw into the rebated channel.

Simply position the ceiling grid clip in the 
desired location, twist and lock in place onto 
the ceiling grid.

Locate disc cover over the ceiling grid clip, 
securing in position by threading the cable 
clamp onto the ceiling grid clip. Feed cable 
into clamp through the entrance boss, cable 
adjustment can be made by pressing the 
entrance boss.

Using a suitable fixing for the ceiling type, secure 
the brass holder to the ceiling substrate.

Jalite 7010 Polycarbonate Sign System

Frame option code: SS1-2-

Frame option code: SS1-3-



Suspended cable systems are supplied 
with 2 x 1m lengths of cable. Should 
you require an increased length please 
contact us regarding custom lengths.

Ordering a Jalite 7010 Polycarbonate Sign System

Depending on the type of ceiling you have and the frame you require a specific code is needed to ensure you receive the desired 
product.

As simple as 1, 2, 3

1 2 3Select the frame option you require Select the desired sign design Select the size of sign

Sign Sizes:

= 150 x 300mm
= 200 x 400mm
= 150 x 300mm
= 200 x 400mm

G
I

DSG
DSI

I Size: Symbol height = 180mm

The following example shows available sizes 
and a recommended maximum viewing 
distance for each size.

Jalite offer a comprehensive range 
of large format framed signs - Please 
enquire for more details.

1    Select Frame Option:

2    Select Sign Design:

3    Select Sign Size:

G Size: Symbol height = 130mm

SS1-1- Polycarbonate housing - 200mm brushed steel 
suspension rods, complete with satin ceiling attachments and 
panel clamps. Designed for flat plasterboard/plastered ceilings.

SS1-2- Polycarbonate housing- 1m steel suspension 
cables, complete with nickel ceiling attachments and panel 
clamps. Designed for flat plasterboard/plastered ceilings.

SS1-3- Polycarbonate housing - 1m steel suspension 
cables, ceiling grid clip system complete with nickel cable 
clamps and panel clamps. Designed for suspended ceilings.

SS1-4- Polycarbonate housing wall mounted system - 
Offset wall system using vertical nickel panel clamps.

SS1-1- 4973 G

System code
Sign code

Size code

Product code =

Example 1

SS1-2- 4343 DSIProduct code =

System code
Sign code

Size code

Example 2

Notes:



Aluminium frame - Steel cable + standard ceiling attachment

Feed the cable through ceiling cap and 
into brass cable clamp securing with 
grub screw. Thread cap over the brass 
holder concealing the fixture.

Using a suitable fixing for the ceiling 
type, secure the brass holder to the 
ceiling substrate.

Feed the cable through the top edge 
of the frame locating end stop ferrule 
in centre groove of the frame, slide 
sign(s) in place through the side 
entrance aperture.

Jalite 7010 Aluminium Sign System

Using suitable fixings secure frame to the wall, slide 
sign in place through the side entrance aperture.

Position and level the frame on the wall marking 
fixing holes.

Aluminium frame - Wall mounted

Frame option code: SS2-1-

Frame option code: SS2-3-



Jalite 7010 Aluminium Sign System

Aluminium frame - Steel cable + suspended ceiling attachment

Feed the cable through the top edge 
of the frame locating end stop ferrule 
in centre groove of the frame, slide 
sign(s) in place through the side 
entrance aperture.

Simply position the ceiling grid clip in 
the desired location, twist and lock in 
place onto the ceiling grid.

Locate disc cover over the ceiling 
grid clip, securing in position by 
threading the cable clamp onto the 
ceiling grid clip. Feed cable into 
clamp through the entrance boss, 
cable adjustment can be made by 
pressing the entrance boss.

Aluminium 7010 Sign System - Cable/suspended ceiling attachment

Frame option code: SS2-2-



Suspended cable systems are supplied 
with 2 x 1m lengths of cable. Should 
you require an increased length please 
contact us regarding custom lengths.

Ordering a Jalite 7010 Aluminium Sign System

Depending on the type of ceiling you have and the frame you require a specific code is needed to ensure you receive the desired 
product.

As simple as 1, 2, 3

1 2 3Select the frame option you require Select the desired sign design Select the size of sign

Sign Sizes:

= 150 x 300mm
= 200 x 400mm
= 150 x 300mm
= 200 x 400mm

G
I

DSG
DSI

The following examples show available sizes 
and a recommended maximum viewing 
distance for each size.

Jalite offer a comprehensive range 
of large format framed signs - Please 
enquire for more details.

1    Select Frame Option:

2    Select Sign Design:

3    Select Sign Size:

SS2-1- 4973 G

System code
Sign code

Size code

Product code =

Example 1

SS2-2- 4343 DSIProduct code =

System code
Sign code

Size code

Example 2

Notes:
I Size: Symbol height = 180mm

G Size: Symbol height = 130mm

SS2-1-

SS2-2-

SS2-3-

Aluminium frame  - 1m steel suspension cables, ceiling grid clip system complete with nickel cable clamps 
Designed for suspended ceilings.

Aluminium frame - 1m steel suspension cables, complete with nickel ceiling attachments. Designed for flat 
plasterboard/plastered ceilings.

Aluminium frame  - Frame screws securely to wall with appropriate fixings.



Standards require that an exit sign should incorporate or be used with an arrow. The arrow serves to denote the direction 
of travel that an occupant should take in order to reach a place of safety. ‘The use of an appropriate arrow will assist with 
understanding of the direction of egress and also make the sign more conspicuous’

Meaning as viewed from 
in front of the sign Examples of LocationSigns

1. Progress forward from here (indicating direction of travel).
2. Progress forward and through from here; when sign 
 is sited above a door (indicating direction of travel).
3. Progress forward and up from here 
 (indicating change of level).

1. Suspended in corridor leading to door.
2. Suspended in open areas.
3. Suspended in front of door.
4. Positioned above door.
5. Suspended at foot of stairs or ramp.

1. Progress to the right from here
 (indicating direction of travel).

1. On corridor walls.
2. Suspended adjacent and left of the exit.
3. Suspended at change of direction.

1. Progress to the left from here
 (indicating direction of travel).

1. On corridor walls.
2. Suspended adjacent and right of the exit.
3. Suspended at change of direction.

1. Progress down from here (indicating change of level).
1. Suspended at head of stairs or ramp.
2. Suspended at change of level.

1. Progress down to the right (indicating change of level).

1. On wall or suspended at head of 
 stairs or ramp.
2. On half landing wall or stairs.
3. Suspended at change of level.

1. Progress up to the right (indicating change of level).
2. Progress forward and across to the right from here 
 (when suspended within an open area).

1. On wall or suspended at foot of 
 stairs or ramp.
2. On half landing wall or stairs.
3. Suspended at change of level.
4. Suspended in open areas.

1. Progress down to the left (indicating change of level).

1. On wall or suspended at head of 
 stairs or ramp.
2. On half landing wall or stairs.
3. Suspended at change of level.

1. Progress up to the left (indicating change of level).
2. Progress forward and across to the left from here
 (when suspended within an open area).

1. On wall or suspended at foot of 
 stairs or ramp.
2. On half landing wall or stairs.
3. Suspended at change of level.
4. Suspended in open areas.

Directional Meaning of Signs
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